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Compressional magnetic pumping is an interaction between cyclic mag-
netic compressions and pitch-angle scattering with the scattering acting as a
catalyst to allow the cyclic compressions to energize particles. Compressional
magnetic pumping of the outer electron radiation belt at geosynchronous or-
bit in the dayside magnetosphere is analyzed by means of computer simu-
lations, wherein solar-wind compressions of the dayside magnetosphere en-
ergize electrons with electron pitch-angle scattering by chorus waves and by
EMIC. The magnetic pumping is found to produce a weak bulk heating of
the electron radiation belt, and it also produces an energetic tail on the
electron energy distribution. The amount of energization depends on the
robustness of the solar-wind compressions and on the amplitude of the cho-
rus and/or EMIC waves. Chorus-catalyzed pumping is better at energizing
medium-energy (50 - 200 keV) electrons than it is at energizing higher energy
electrons; at high energies (500 keV - 2 MeV) EMIC-catalyzed pumping is a
stronger energizer. The magnetic-pumping simulation results are compared
with energy-diffusion calculations for chorus waves in the dayside magneto-
sphere; in general compressional magnetic pumping is found to be weaker
at accelerating electrons than is chorus-driven energy diffusion. In circum-
stances when solar-wind compressions are robust and when EMIC waves are
present in the dayside magnetosphere without the presence of chorus, EMIC-
catalyzed magnetic pumping could be the dominant energization mechanism
in the dayside magnetosphere, but at such times loss-cone losses will be
strong.
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1. Introduction
Electrons in the Earth’s outer radiation belt are energized during high-

speed-stream-driven geomagnetic storms to relativistic energies [Paulikas and
Blake, 1976; Borovsky and Denton, 2006]. Several mechanisms are thought to
play a role in this heating, including (a) cyclotron resonance with whistler-
mode chorus waves [Summers et al., 1998; Horne et al., 2005a, 2006], (b)
ULF-induced radial diffusion [Mathie and Mann, 2001; Tu et al., 2012], (c)
drift resonance with ULF waves [Elkington et al., 1999, 2003; Sauvaud et al.,
2013], and (d) substorm field collapse [Kim et al., 2000; Fok et al., 2001; Dai
et al., 2014].

The occurrence rate of substorms is high during high-speed-stream-driven
storms [Borovsky and Yakymenko, 2017]. This leads to repeated injections of
electrons with energies up to a few hundred keV into the inner magnetosphere
[e.g., Meredith et al., 2011; Borovsky and Denton, 2011; Denton and Borovsky,
2012] resulting in whistler-mode chorus wave activity [Meredith et al., 2001,
2002, 2012; Min et al., 2010]. Chorus waves accelerate seed electrons, with
initial energies of a few hundred keV, up to MeV energies [Horne et al., 2005a;
2005b; Thorne et al., 2013], while at the same time leading to loss of lower-
energy electrons [Horne et al., 2005a; Artemyev et al., 2015; Albert et al.,
2017].

Intense levels of radiation-belt electrons have been statistically linked to
the amplitudes of low-frequency magnetic-field fluctuations in the magne-
tosphere [Rostoker et al., 1998; Mathie and Mann, 2000; Kozyreva et al.,
2007; Romanova and Pilipenko, 2009] (although radiation-belt correlations
with other parameters such as geomagnetic activity, solar-wind speed, and
solar-wind number density are higher [Borovsky and Denton, 2010b; Balikhin
et al., 2011; Boynton et al., 2013; Borovsky and Denton, 2014; Borovsky,
2017]). Magnetic-field fluctuations in the magnetosphere are found to persist
throughout the long durations of high-speed-stream-driven storms [Borovsky
and Denton, 2010a], including compressive fluctuations [Borovsky and Den-
ton, 2013; Denton and Borovsky, 2017]. ULF waves in the magnetosphere are
known to be produced by the buffeting of the magnetosphere by variations in
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the solar-wind dynamic pressure [Mathie and Mann, 2001; Borovsky and Den-
ton, 2016]. Radial diffusion [Falthammar and Walt, 1969; Ozeke et al., 2012]
and drift-resonant acceleration [Elkington et al., 1999, 2003; Degeling et al.,
2008] are two well-studied mechanisms by which magnetospheric ULF waves
can affect the evolution of the electron radiation belt. It has been argued
that the temporal compressions of the dayside magnetosphere by temporal
variations of the solar-wind dynamic pressure can lead to collisional mag-
netic pumping of the radiation-belt electrons when pitch-angle scattering by
plasma waves is present [Liu et al., 1999; Borovsky and Denton, 2016].

Magnetic pumping is a consequence of two simultaneous processes: (1)
cyclic magnetic compressions and (2) pitch-angle scattering. In the Earth’s
dayside magnetosphere compression occurs because of the temporal varia-
tions in the solar-wind ram pressure [Wing and Sibeck, 1997; Kepko and
Spence, 2003; Viall et al., 2009; Borovsky and Denton, 2010a, 2016; Li et
al., 2013]. For radiation-belt electrons in the dayside magnetosphere, pitch-
angle scattering is believed to be produced by whistler-mode chorus outside
of the plasmasphere [Thorne et al., 2005; Shprits et al., 2007], by electro-
magnetic ion-cyclotron waves inside and outside the plasmaspheric drainage
plume [Kovalevskiy, 1980, 1981; Jordanova et al., 2006; Thorne et al., 2006;
Spasojevic and Fuselier, 2009], and by whistler-mode hiss [Chan and Holzer,
1976; Summers et al., 2008] inside the plasmaspheric drainage plume and the
plasmasphere.

In this study the role of compressions of the dayside magnetosphere on
the energization of the electron radiation belt is investigated. Specifically, the
role of compressions with timescales slower than ULF periods is examined;
these compressions are owed to temporal changes in the ram pressure of
the solar wind caused by structure in the solar-wind plasma advecting past
the Earth [Borovsky and Denton, 2016]. (Dayside compressions might also
be caused by foreshock transients upstream of the Earth [e.g. Safrankova
et al., 2012; Hartinger et al., 2013].) These compressions are not periodic
in time, but are irregular. In the magnetic-pumping process the energy
for the energization of radiation-belt electrons comes from the solar-wind
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compressions.
In this report computer simulations of the magnetic-pumping process will

be driven by spacecraft measurements of magnetic-field compressions in the
dayside magnetosphere during high-speed-stream-driven storms. The time-
dependent magnetic-field strength B(t) that a particle experiences in the
nightside magnetosphere is too difficult to estimate (cf. Sect. 6 of Borovsky
and Denton [2016]); measured values of the changes in the magnetic-field
strength ∆B are very large at geosynchronous orbit in the nightside [Borovsky
and Denton, 2010a] and some of the time variation of the field strength
is owed to the movement of gradients in the magnetic-field morphology at
the dipole-tail transition. Hence, in this report the focus will be on the
compressional magnetic pumping of radiation-belt electrons in the dayside
magnetosphere.

The objective of this simulation study is to assess the contribution of
magnetic pumping to the energization of the outer electron radiation belt,
especially in comparison with chorus energy diffusion. To accomplish this
the simulations will be kept simple and focused on magnetic pumping and on
energy diffusion. Among the processes that will not be included in the simu-
lations are (1) radial diffusion by ULF waves, (2) radial diffusion by the com-
bined action of shell splitting and pitch-angle scattering, (3) time-dependence
in the amplitudes of whistler-mode chorus waves and EMIC waves, (4) the
time dependence of the substorm-injected electron population at 10�s to 100�s
of keV, and (5) strongly increased electron loss due to combined effects of
EMIC and chorus waves, even if these waves occur at different MLTs [e.g.,
Mourenas et al., 2016].

This study is organized as follows. In Section 2 the magnetic-pumping
process is explained. In Section 3 the computational methods that are used to
simulate magnetic pumping are discussed along with the magnetic-field com-
pressions used as input to the simulations (Section 3.1) and the values taken
for pitch-angle-diffusion coefficients (Section 3.2) for whistler-mode chorus
waves and for EMIC waves. In Section 4 the simulation results are discussed
for initial-value-problem simulations (no fixed seed population) in Section 4.1
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and for boundary-value problem simulations (with a constant seed popula-
tion) in section 4.2. In Section 5 the simulation results for magnetic pumping
are compared with energy diffusion for whistler-mode chorus. Section 6 con-
tains discussions about the efficiency of magnetic pumping for energizing the
outer electron radiation belt, about the action of magnetic pumping during
CME-sheath-driven storms, and about the magnetic pumping of the outer
proton radiation belt. The findings of this study are summarized in Section
7.
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2. Compressional Magnetic Pumping
Magnetic pumping [Alfven, 1950; Spitzer and Witten, 1953; Schluter,

1957] is an interplay between cyclic magnetic compressions and pitch-angle
scattering. In the absence of scattering, charged particles behave adiabat-
ically in the cyclic compressions and no net particle energization occurs.
Pitch-angle scattering breaks the adiabaticity of the particles and allows the
cyclic compressions to systematically heat the particles. If the two pro-
cesses occur simultaneously then some degree of heating is unavoidable. Ba-
sic explanations of the magnetic-pumping process can be found in Alfven
and Falthammar [1963] and Borovsky [1986]. Magnetic pumping has been
invoked to explain the heating of ions and electrons in the rapidly rotating
magnetosphere of Jupiter [Goertz, 1978; Borovsky et al., 1981; Mu, 1993],
and to contribute to the energization of particles in the Earth’s magneto-
sphere [Alfven, 1959; Liu and Rostoker, 1995; Liu et al., 1999; Dmitriev et
al., 2001].

Note that the term “magnetic pumping” is also used in plasma physics
to denote transit-time processes [e.g. Koechlin and Samain, 1971; Canob-
bio, 1972; Tataronis and Grossmann, 1976; Kuijpers et al., 1997]: to avoid
confusion in this report the term “compressional magnetic pumping” will be
used. Compressional magnetic pumping has also been denoted as “collisional
magnetic pumping” and as the “gyro-relaxation effect”.

The energization timescale for compressional magnetic pumping depends
on three parameters: (1) ∆B/B the fractional strength of the magnetic
compression, (2) τcycle the cycle time of the compression, and (3) τscat the
pitch-angle scattering timescale. Applying magnetic pumping to electrons in
the dayside magnetosphere will involve compression-cycle times τcycle in the
range of 5 - 20 min, pitch-angle scattering times τscat in the range of 10 -
1000 min, and compression amplitudes ∆B/B in the range of 0.05 - 0.2.

Analysis in the literature demonstrate that magnetic pumping will heat
(i.e. increase the average kinetic energy) of a population of particles [e.g.
Alfven, 1954; Murty and Varma, 1958]. Through the randomness of the
pitch-angle scattering process, magnetic pumping also results in a momentum
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diffusion (energy diffusion) of the particle population [cf. Melrose, 1969;
Borovsky et al., 1981; Borovsky, 1986, 1988; Liu et al., 1999], which results
in the rapid production of a high-energy tail on the distribution of particles.
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3. Simulation Methods
The magnetic-pumping simulations follow the evolution in momentum p

versus equatorial pitch angle α space of all of the electrons in a magnetic flux
tube in the dayside magnetosphere. Electrons of different kinetic energies
cross the dayside magnetosphere at different azimuthal speeds and a given
set of electrons with diverse kinetic energies will not stay in the same flux
tube. However, as electrons of a given kinetic energy exit the flux tube, other
electrons of the same kinetic energy will enter the flux tube maintaining a
distribution function within that flux tube. Rather than considering the
electron content of a dayside magnetic flux tube, one could think of the
simulations as following the evolution of the electron content of an entire
dayside flux surface.

Simulations are run, typically, for a 24-hr-long interval driven by a time
series of spacecraft measurements of the magnetic-field strength in the day-
side magnetosphere at geosynchronous orbit (Figure 1, which is described in
section 3.2). Electrons of different kinetic energies orbit the Earth at different
speeds, but each energetic electron spends approximately the same fraction
of a day in the dayside magnetosphere. Since azimuthal angular drift speeds
tend to be higher on the nightside than on the dayside [cf. sect. (1.6) and
sect (3.3) of Roederer and Zhang, 2014], electrons spend more than half a
day in the dayside magnetosphere during 1 day of elapsed time.

The global magnetic-field-strength changes in the dayside magnetosphere
are associated with changes in the intensity and the radial location of the
Chapman-Ferraro current on the dayside magnetopause. Electron guiding
centers move with magnetic-flux surfaces in the induction electric fields as-
sociated with temporal changes in the magnetic-field strength ∂B⃗/∂t so that
(1) the electron experiences a change in the field strength ∆B =

∫
(dB/dt)dt

and (2) µ is conserved for the electron, as long as the timescale of the field
change is longer than the electron gyroperiod [Borovsky and Hansen, 1990,
1991]. These two things are true regardless of the electron’s kinetic energy.
Electrons with kinetic energies of 1 MeV or more cross the dayside magneto-
sphere in about 2 - 5 minutes or less. For dayside field compressions that are
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slower than these crossing times, the relativistic electrons make one or more
passes across the dayside magnetosphere during a single slow compression
and make one or more passes across the dayside magnetosphere during a sin-
gle slow decompression. Each time the electron passes through the dayside,
it experiences a change in the field strength that is roughly τcross dB/dt where
τcross is the dayside crossing time and dB/dt is the rate of field change on the
electron’s flux surface. While the electron is crossing the nightside magneto-
sphere, it may not be experiencing a change in the magnetic-field strength,
depending on what the inductive electric field in the nightside is. Ignoring
the complexity of what may be happening in the nightside magnetosphere,
for slow compressions the compression efficiency may be reduced by a factor
of 2 for very energetic electrons since the electron is only in the dayside about
half of the time and only experiences half of time-integrated ∆B. Hence, the
magnetic-pumping efficiencies may be reduced for high-energy electrons in
slow compression: this is not accounted for in the simulations. Fortunately
the magnetic-field time series of Figure 1 is dominated by faster compres-
sions, wherein the magnetic-pumping efficiency of very energetic electrons
is less reduced. (Note that fast compressions are still slow compared with
electron gyroperiods and electron bounce periods.)

A further approximation made in this very basic assessment of magnetic
pumping is that radial diffusion associated with the combined action of pitch-
angle scattering and shell splitting [e.g. Falthammar and Walt, 1969; Roed-
erer and Schulz, 1969; Borovsky et al., 2014] is ignored: pitch-angle scattering
is accounted for but shell splitting is ignored.

3.1. The Magnetic-Pumping Simulation Code
To examine the contribution of compressional magnetic pumping to the

evolution of the outer electron radiation belt during high-speed-stream-driven
storms, numerical simulations of the magnetic pumping of the electron-
radiation-belt population are performed using the magnetic-pumping sim-
ulation code described in the Appendix of Borovsky et al. [1981]. The evolu-
tion of electron distribution functions under the action of the compressional
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magnetic-pumping process is simulated by advecting and diffusing elements
of the distribution function on a two-dimensional grid in momentum versus
pitch-angle space [cf. Borovsky et al., 1981; Borovsky, 1986]. The simula-
tion grid is shown in Figure 2, with coordinates p = γmev (horizontal) and
equatorial pitch angle α (vertical). The simulations operate on the quantity

n(p, α) = 2 v τb sinα cosα f(p, α) , (1)

where n(p, α)dpdα is the number of electrons in a flux tube with momentum
p and equatorial pitch-angle α, where f(p, α) is the phase-space distribution
of the electrons (assumed to be gyrotropic), where v is the velocity of an
electron with momentum p, and where τb(α) is the pitch-angle dependent
portion of the electron bounce time in a dipole magnetic field, approximated
as τb(α) ≈ 1.30 - 0.56 sinα in units of seconds [Hamelin et al., 1961; Lyons
et al., 1972]. In the sketch of Figure 2 the coordinates of a typical simulation
are shown with α going from 0◦ to 90◦ and with momentum p going from 0
to 21 mec. The kinetic energies of electrons E = (γ − 1)mec

2 are denoted
with the red arrows in Figure 2. The green shading on the grid denotes the
extent of the atmospheric loss cone. (Note that the deviation of the loss
cone away from the equatorial pitch angle α = 0◦ [cf. Porazik et al. 2014],
which becomes important at geosynchronous orbit for electrons with energy
of about 10 MeV and higher, is not accounted for in the simulations.) A
typical simulation uses a grid that is 2401 gridspaces in p and 91 gridspaces
in α.

To account for the evolution of the electron distribution function under
the action of compression and decompression, the elements of the distribution
n(p, α) are advected in p−α space conserving the first and second adiabatic
invariants µ and J for motion in a dipolar magnetic field as the magnetic-field
strength changes [Goertz, 1978; Borovsky et al., 1981]. When the magnetic-
field strength B increases, conservation of µ = p2⊥/B causes the elements of
n(p, α) to advect to higher values of p and to larger values of α; a decrease
of the magnetic-field strength leads to advection to lower values of p and
smaller values of α. A conservative advection scheme is used that moves
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the values of the distribution n(p, α) on the gridpoints forward in time and
then linearly interpolates those values onto an updated p − α grid. As will
be quantified in section 4.1, this advection scheme introduces a numerical
diffusion into the simulations.

Pitch-angle scattering is implemented by numerically solving the bounce-
averaged pitch-angle-diffusion equation (cf. eq. (10) of Lyons et al. [1972])

∂f

∂t
=

1

τb(α) sinα cosα

∂

∂α

[
τb(α) sinα cosα Dαα

∂f

∂α

]
(2)

with energy-dependent pitch-angle diffusion coefficients Dαα(p, α) calculated
for the observed spectra of chorus waves and EMIC waves near geosyn-
chronous orbit (cf. section 3.3). Using expression (1) and defining

H(p, α) = − Dαα(p, α)
∂

∂α
[log (τb sinα cosα)] , (3)

(where τb = 1.30 − 0.56 sinα is a function of α), expression (2) becomes

∂n

∂t
=

∂

∂α

[
Dαα

∂n

∂α

]
+

∂

∂α
[Hn] , (4)

where n, H, and Dαα are all functions of p and α. In the simulations ex-
pression (4) is implicitly solved with an iterative tridiagonal algorithm as
outlined in Appendix 1 of Borovsky et al. [1981].

In the computer simulations the two processes (magnetic compression
and pitch-angle scattering) are temporally interleaved with a small change
in the field strength B implemented, then the pitch-angle scattering for the
small time increment is implemented, and the compression-scattering cycle is
repeated. A timestep of 1 minute is used for the change in the magnetic-field
strength, followed by 1-min of pitch-angle scattering. This 1-min timestep is
shorter than the timescale for strong diffusion.

3.2. Magnetic-Field Compressions ∆B/B of the Dayside Magnetosphere
Temporal compression of the dayside magnetic field of the Earth was an-

alyzed by Borovsky and Denton [2016]. Measurements of the magnetic-field
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strength B(t) at geosynchronous orbit in the dayside magnetosphere were
examined and compared with a mathematical model of the compression of
the dayside magnetic field by temporal variations in the solar wind. The
radial motions of flux surfaces in the dayside magnetosphere were followed in
the compression model. Because electrons move radially with flux surfaces,
it was concluded in Borovsky and Denton [2016] that the particles in the day-
side magnetosphere experience a magnetic-field temporal compression that
is about twice as large as the magnetic-field strength change measured by a
spacecraft.

The quantity∆B/B (where B is the magnetic-field strength |B⃗|) is the
quantity that is relevant for the description of plasma compressions and
decompressions. For the simulations, measurements of the magnetic-field
strength B(t) in the dayside magnetosphere from the GOES spacecraft are
used. For the GOES spacecraft in geosynchronous orbit, long continuous
data intervals from the dayside magnetosphere are not obtained, so multiple
intervals from multiple dayside passes are strung together in time to produce
a longer continuous interval of B(t). In Figure 1 one such long interval is
plotted. To determine the time variation of B and to remove the systematic
local-time variation in the baseline of the magnetic-field strength, the quan-
tity ∆B = B(t) - ⟨B(t)⟩90 is determined from the GOES measurements where
⟨B(t)⟩90 is the 90-minute running average of B(t). In Figure 1 ∆B = B(t) -
⟨B(t)⟩90 is plotted with 1-min time resolution for 1 day of time, constructed
from 7 passes of GOES 10 and GOES 12 across the dayside magnetosphere
(from 10 - 14 LT) during the first day of several high-speed-stream-driven
storms in the year 2003. Each separate spacecraft pass is plotted in a dif-
ferent color and the data from one pass to the next is connected via a linear
interpolation over a 5-min period. To get ∆B/B for the magnetic-pumping
simulations, the measured quantity ∆B = B(t) - ⟨B(t)⟩90 is multiplied by 2
to account for the fact that particles in the dayside magnetosphere experience
approximately twice the magnetic compression as measured by a stationary
spacecraft [Borovsky and Denton, 2016]. This 2∆B is then is divided by Bo

= 110 nT, a typical magnetic-field strength in the dayside magnetosphere at
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geosynchronous orbit.

3.3. Pitch-Angle Diffusion Coefficients Dαα

To simulate the pitch-angle scattering of electrons by whistler-mode cho-
rus waves, the bounce-averaged pitch-angle-diffusion coefficients Dαα(p, α)

calculated for whistler-mode chorus waves by Horne et al. [2013] are al-
gebraically parameterized. Those Dαα coefficients are plotted as the solid
curves in the top panel of Figure 3, and the algebraic Dαα parameteriza-
tions are plotted as the dashed curves in the top panel of Figure 3. The
Dαα(p, α) coefficients are for a combination of upper-band and lower-band
chorus emission in the 9 - 12 LT sector at L∗ = 6.5 and Kp > 4. The algebraic
parameterization of the pitch-angle-diffusion coefficients Dαα(p, α) is give by

Dαα = 10−Q (5a)

Q = C0 +
α

30◦
(C30 − C0) for α ≤ 30◦ (5b)

Q = C30 +
α − 30◦

60◦
(C90 − C30) for α ≥ 30◦ (5c)

C0 = 2.787 + 0.333 log10(E) for E ≤ 251 keV (5d)

C0 = −11.7 + 6.42 log10(E) for E ≥ 251 keV (5e)

C30 = 3.196 + 0.746 (log10(E) − 1.524)2 (5f)

C90 = 10.07 − 3.897 log10(E) for E ≤ 56 keV (5g)

C90 = 3.02 + 0.16 log10(E) for 56 keV ≤ E ≤ 1 MeV (5h)

C90 = −4.0 + 2.5 log10(E) for E ≥ 1 MeV (5i)

where Dαα(p, α) is in units of radian2/s, where E is the electron energy in
units of keV, and where α is the equatorial pitch angle of the electron in
degrees.

To simulate the pitch-angle scattering of electrons by electromagnetic ion-
cyclotron waves (EMIC) in the plasmaspheric drainage plume of the dayside
magnetosphere [c.f. Borovsky et al., 2014] (or in the dayside magnetosphere
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in general), the bounce-averaged pitch-angle-diffusion coefficients Dαα(p, α)

calculated for EMIC waves by Ukhorskiy et al. [2010] are algebraically param-
eterized for use in the magnetic-pumping code. Using Fig. 3c of Ukhorskiy
et al. [2010], the following parameterization is used:

Dαα = Do for α ≤ α1 (6a)

Dαα = Do
(α2 − α)

10◦
for α1 ≤ α ≤ α2 (6b)

Dαα = 0 for α ≥ α2 (6c)

α2 = 85◦
E∗

E∗ + 23.4
+

E

1360
for E ≥ 400 keV (6d)

α2 = 0◦ for E < 400 keV (6e)

α1 = α2 − 10◦ (6f)

E∗ = (E − 400)0.622 (6g)

where Dαα(p, α) is in units of radian2/s, where E is the electron energy
in units of keV, and where α is the equatorial pitch angle of the electron
in degrees. The parameterized values of Dαα(p, α) are plotted as the solid
curves in the bottom panel of Figure 3 for the value Do = 5.8×10−3 radians2

s−1. For most simulations the value Do = 500 radians2 day−1 = 5.8×10−3

radians2 s−1 [cf. Albert, 2008; Ukhorskiy et al., 2010] is used.
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4. Simulation Results
To study the energization of the outer electron radiation belt by com-

pressional magnetic pumping, simulations are run in two manners: as initial-
value problems and as boundary-value problems. Initial-value-problem simu-
lations (Section 4.1) start out with an initial energy distribution of electrons
and evolve that distribution in time without the presence of a continuously
maintained population of seed electrons. Boundary-value-problem simula-
tions (Section 4.2) specifically maintain a population of low-energy electrons
(maintaining a �boundary condition� on the low-energy portion of the distri-
bution function) and track in time the evolution of higher-energy electrons
from this seed population.

For all cases, the magnetic-field-strength temporal profile used in the sim-
ulations is the composite created from measurements by GOES 10 and GOES
12 in the dayside magnetosphere in geosynchronous orbit (Figure 1), as de-
scribed in section 3.2. The magnetic-field strength changes once per minute
for 1 day (1440 minutes). The pitch-angle scattering in the simulations is
implemented from either the upper- and lower-band chorus-wave diffusion
coefficients or from the dayside EMIC-wave pitch-angle diffusion coefficients,
as described in section 3.3. In all cases the atmospheric loss cone is active in
the simulations.

4.1. Initial-Value-Problem Simulations
In the initial-value-problem simulations, the evolution of an initial energy

distribution of electrons is followed in time. The initial distributions are
isotropic in pitch angle. A narrow energy slice is used in each simulation in
order to determine the action of magnetic pumping on the various energy
ranges in the outer electron radiation belt and in the population of lower-
energy seed electrons.

In Figure 4 the evolution of six narrow energy slices are shown after 24
hours of chorus-catalyzed compressional magnetic pumping from six separate
simulations. In Figure 4 the pitch-angle scattering of the electrons is by
whistler-mode chorus waves. These six simulations are plotted in six different
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colors. For the six simulations the initial (t = 0) energy distributions are
plotted as the dashed curves and the final (t = 1 day) distributions are
plotted as the solid curves. The plotted distributions are integrated over all
pitch angles. Note in Figure 4 that all six cases show a significant spread
in energies after 1 day of magnetic pumping with production of electron
energies that are much higher than the initial energies. Note that there
is also spreading of the electron distributions to lower energies. Because
the chorus-wave pitch-angle scattering is faster at lower energies (i.e. Dαα is
larger at lower energies as shown in Figure 3), the magnetic-pumping process
is more efficient at lower energies. This results in a larger spread in energies
for electrons starting out at lower energies: for example the 50-keV initial
distribution (green) in Figure 4 evolves to energies of several times 50 keV
whereas the 2-MeV initial energy distribution (purple) evolves to only about
twice 2 MeV.

In Figure 5 the evolution of four electron energy slices are plotted after one
day of EMIC-catalyzed compressional magnetic pumping with EMIC waves
producing the pitch-angle scattering. The four simulations are plotted in four
different colors; all plotted curves are integrals of all pitch angles. Again, the
dashed curves are the initial (t = 0) energy distributions and the solid curves
are the final (t = 1 day) energy distributions. At energies below 400 keV the
EMIC pitch-angle-diffusion coefficients Dαα are zero, so magnetic pumping
should not act on electrons with energies below 400 keV when EMIC provides
the scattering. The spread in the 200-keV distribution (light blue curve in
Figure 5) at t = 1 day is produced by numerical diffusion in the advection
scheme of the magnetic-pumping simulation code. The numerical diffusion
in momentum (energy) works as follows. When the magnetic-field strength
changes, each element of the electron distribution function that is exactly on
each p-α grid point is advected to a new location in p and α (conserving 2
adiabatic invariants). That new location is not exactly on a grid point, so
the electron distribution advected to the new location is linearly interpolated
onto the four nearest grid points. What was a delta function in density is
spread in the p direction and in the α direction. In the p direction the average
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distance of spreading is 0.5 δp each time the distribution is advected, where
δp is the numerical grid spacing in the p direction. Repeated advections result
in repeated spreading. A numerical diffusion coefficient in the p direction can
be constructed: Dnumerical = (0.5 δp)2/δt, where δt is the advection timestep.
Using ∂f/∂t = Dnumerical ∂

2f/∂p2, the spread ∆p in the momentum direction
in a time t = 1 day = 1440 δt advection steps can be approximated by ∆p

= (Dnumericalt)
1/2 = [(0.5 δp)2 1440] = 19 δp. Hence in a 24-hour simulation

numerical diffusion will spread an initial shape by about 19 gridspaces in
each direction, increasing a narrow slice to about 38 grid spaces. That is the
amount of momentum spreading seen in the blue curve of Figure 5. In the
magnetic-pumping simulations, numerical diffusion is controlled by using a
grid with small gridspaces δp in the momentum p direction; this requires a
lot of gridpoints in the p direction on the numerical mesh. (Typically 2401
gridspaces in p are used, and on occasion 3601 gridspaces.) The other 1-day
curves in Figure 5 have unusual shapes, with two components, which are
explained as follows. In the simulations the initial energy slices are taken
to be isotropic in equatorial pitch angle; hence there are initial electrons
with all pitch angles from α = 0◦ to α = 90◦. For EMIC waves, the pitch-
angle-diffusion coefficients Dαα(α) are zero near α = 90◦ (cf. bottom panel
of Figure 3). This is particularly true for E = 500-keV electrons where (cf.
expressions (6c) and (6d)) Dαα(α) = 0 for 36.8◦ ≤ α ≤ 90◦. The initial
electrons in the 36.8◦ ≤ α ≤ 90◦ range will not take part in the magnetic
pumping process, but they will numerically diffuse as they are advected on
the p-α grid as the magnetic field changes with time. For the two-component
distributions of Figure 5, the narrow component is comprised of the initial
electrons that are not being pumped. The broad component is comprised of
the initial electrons that are caught up in the magnetic pumping process.

Examining Figures 4 and 5, two general conclusions about the production
of energetic tails on the energy distributions are (1) that chorus-catalyzed
magnetic pumping is more efficient at lower energies than it is at high energies
and (2) that EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping is more effective at higher
energies than it is at lower energies. Further (depending of course on the
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amplitudes of the chorus and the EMIC), EMIC tends to be more effective
than chorus at enabling the magnetic pumping of high-energy radiation belt
electrons.

For the initial-value-problem simulations of Figures 4 and 5, the 1-day
change in the average energy of the electron distribution is plotted as a
function of the initial energy of the electrons in Figure 6. The vertical axis
is the mean energy of the electrons ⟨E⟩ after 1 day of pumping divided by
the initial energy of the electrons Eo. This is akin to a “heating rate” for
the population. In Figure 6 the blue curve is for chorus-catalyzed magnetic
pumping and the green curve is for EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping. Note
that there are loss-cone losses of electrons in the simulations and that these
mean energies ⟨E⟩ are the mean energies of the electrons that survive. The
chorus-catalyzed magnetic pumping (blue) shows a much stronger fractional
heating rate for what might be considered the seed population of electrons for
the radiation belt, energies of 50 - 200 keV. According to Figure 6 the mean
energy of those electrons increases by 30% - 40% after 1 day of magnetic
pumping. For example, a 1-day heating rate of 32% for 200-keV electrons
in Figure 6 corresponds to an average energy increase of 62-keV per day per
electron. Much of this increase of the mean energy is owed to the stronger
loss-cone losses at lower energies leaving predominantly higher energies. In
Figure 6, for higher initial energies the rate of heating is more modest, about
5% - 10% after 1 day of chorus-catalyzed magnetic pumping. The heating
rates for EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping (green curve) are also modest,
about 0% to 10% after 1 day. Note that the value of ⟨E⟩ /Eo for EMIC is in
part dependent on the fraction of the initial electrons that do not take part
in the magnetic-pumping process because their initial pitch angles are too
great, which is significant for Eo = 500 keV.

In Figure 7 the loss of electrons into the loss cone is examined for the
initial-value-problem simulations of Figures 4 and 5. Here the ratio of the
integral

∫ ∫
n(p, α)dαdp of the energy distribution function N at time t to

the integral of the initial energy distribution function No at time t = 0 is
plotted as a function of time in the simulations. For lower-energy electrons
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subject to pitch-angle scattering by chorus waves the loss of electrons from
the simulation is substantial. At higher energies for scattering by chorus the
loss rates into the atmosphere are small. As can be seen in Figure 3 Dαα(α)

is small near α = 0◦ at higher energies, so electron pitch-angle scattering into
the loss cone is slow. For EMIC waves the pitch-angle-diffusion coefficient
Dαα(α) is robust near α = 0◦ so electrons flow strongly into the atmospheric
loss cone in the EMIC-catalyzed simulations. Note in Figure 7 that the loss
rate of 500-keV electrons under EMIC (red dashed curve) is not as strong as
the loss rates of 1-MeV and 2-MeV initial electrons under EMIC (blue dashed
and purple dashed curves); this is because a substantial portion of the initial
500-keV electrons are not subject to pitch-angle scattering since Dαα(α) = 0
for EMIC for α ≥ 36.8◦ at 500 keV and those electrons are not lost (neither
are they energized by magnetic pumping: see the narrow distributions in
Figure 5).

4.2. Boundary-Value-Problem Simulations
The magnetic-pumping simulations are run in a boundary-value fashion

to examine the production of energetic electrons from a constant (in time)
population of lower-energy seed electrons. The idea is that the seed electrons
[cf. McDiarmid and Burrows, 1965; Friedel et al., 2002; Borovsky, 2017] are
constantly injected into the dipolar magnetosphere by substorms that occur
throughout the duration of a high-speed-stream-driven storm. At geosyn-
chronous orbit, substorm injected electrons have typical kinetic energies of
50 - to 300 keV [Lezniak et al., 1968; Cayton et al., 1989; Birn et al., 1998,
2000; Denton et al., 2010], although under special circumstances electrons
with energies of 1 MeV can be injected by substorms [cf. Ingraham et al.,
2001; Borovsky et al., 2016].

Figure 8 shows the results of three simulations: (1) when a population of
electrons is maintained at E ≤ 50 keV (green curve), (2) when a population
of electrons is maintained at E ≤ 100 keV (orange curve), and (3) when a
population of electrons is maintained at E ≤ 200 keV (blue curves). The
energy distribution functions (integrated over all pitch angles) in the three
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simulations are shown after 24 hours of chorus-catalyzed magnetic pumping
(solid curves) and also after 1 hr and 6 hr for the 200-keV seed population
(dashed blue curves). As can be seen, the magnetic-pumping process cat-
alyzed by chorus waves can produce energetic electrons from the low-energy
seed population with kinetic energies of an order of magnitude larger than
the seed-population energies. The blue curves of Figure 8 show the temporal
growth of the high-energy tail as the tail becomes more robust with time.

Note that since the pitch-angle-diffusion coefficient Dαα for EMIC waves
is zero for energies less than 400 keV, the EMIC-catalyzed magnetic-pumping
process cannot energize seed electrons into high-energy radiation-belt elec-
trons.
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5. Comparison with Chorus-Wave Energy Diffusion
For a comparison of the action of compressional magnetic pumping with

direct energy diffusion by chorus waves, the results of magnetic-pumping sim-
ulations are compared with the results of momentum-diffusion calculations
for chorus waves. On a two dimensional grid (as in Figure 2) in p-versus-α
the momentum-diffusion equation

∂ f

∂ t
=

1

p2
∂

∂p

[
p2 Dpp

∂f

∂p

]
(7)

is numerically solved using the energy-diffusion coefficients DEE of Horne
et al. [2013] and the pitch-angle diffusion equation (expression (2)) is nu-
merically solved using the pitch-angle diffusion coefficients Dαα of Horne et
al. [2013]. The same chorus-wave conditions are used as in the magnetic-
pumping calculations: upper- and lower-band chorus for Kp > 4 at L∗=6.5
in the 9-12 LT sector. The DEE(E,α) coefficients of Horne et al. [2013] are
plotted in Figure 9a in units of keV2 s−1. Using eq (29) of Glauert and Horne
[2005]

Dpp =
1

c2
(E + Eo)

2

E (E + 2Eo)
DEE (8)

the momentum-diffusion coefficients Dpp are obtained from DEE. In Figure
9b the momentum-diffusion coefficients Dpp(E,α) are plotted in units of (gm
cm/s)2 s−1. It is seen that Dpp(α) has a flat region, with Dpp(α) declining in
magnitude near α = 90◦ for low energies and Dpp(α) declining in magnitude
near α = 0◦ for high energies. In the momentum diffusion simultions, that
region 20◦ < α < 80◦ is fit by a constant value:

Dpp = 7.1× 10−39 for E > 200 keV (9a)

Dpp = 1.4×10−39 +
(E − 60)

140
5.7×10−39 for 200keV < E < 60 keV

(9b)

Dpp = 1.4× 10−39 for E < 60 keV , (9c)

where Dpp has units of (gm cm/s) s−1 and where the electron energy E is
in keV. The Dpp(E) values of expression (9) will be taken to be independent
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of the pitch-angle α. Along with this approximation, the coefficients Dpα

and Dαp are ignored. Using expressions (9) for Dpp, the momentum-diffusion
equation of expression (7) is computationally solved using the methodology
of Borovsky and Eilek [1986]. The quantity n(p) ≡ 4πp2 f(p) is defined, and
with this definition expression (7) becomes the parabolic equation

∂n

∂t
=

∂

∂p

[
Dpp

∂n

∂p
+ H n

]
, (10)

where H ≡ -2Dpp/p and Dpp = Dpp(p). Expression (10) is solved on the α =

constant rows of the p− α grid with the numerical scheme of Borovsky and
Eilek [1986], which includes a truncation-interpolation scheme at the high-
momentum boundary to reduce boundary effects in the parabolic differential
equation. In a single 1-minute time step, the momentum-diffusion equation
(expression (10)) is solved on the α = constant rows of the grid for 1-minute
worth of momentum diffusion and then the pitch-angle-diffusion equation
(expression (4)) is solved on the p = constant columns of the grid for 1-
minute worth of pitch-angle diffusion. This 1-minute time step is repeated
1440 times to estimate the evolution of an initial distribution of electrons
after 1 day under the action of chorus-wave energy diffusion and chorus wave
pitch-angle scattering into the loss cone.

In Figure 10 the initial-value-problem evolution of energy-slice distribu-
tion functions (black dashed curves) under the action of 1 day of chorus-wave
momentum diffusion are plotted in red. The initial slice energies are 100 keV
in the top panel, 500 keV in the middle panel, and 1 MeV in the bottom
panel. For comparison the evolution of the black initial-energy slices after 1
day of chorus-catalyzed magnetic pumping are plotted in blue and the evolu-
tion after 1 day of EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping are plotted in green.
Note that EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping does not act on electrons with
energies less than 400 keV. Comparing the red and blue curves in Figure 10,
the energy diffusion (red) by chorus waves clearly produces a more-robust
population of energetic electrons than does chorus-catalyzed magnetic pump-
ing (blue) for all of the energy slices shown. Comparing the red and green
curves in the middle panel of Figure 10, for initial electron energies of 500
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keV chorus-wave energy diffusion (red) produces a more-robust population
of energetic electrons than does EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping (green).
For initial energies of 1 MeV (bottom panel of Figure 10) EMIC-catalyzed
magnetic pumping and chorus-wave energy diffusion both produce strong
energetic-electron populations.

In Figure 11 magnetic pumping is again compared with energy diffusion
by chorus waves, this time by examining the phase-space density of electrons
at fixed energies. In each of the three panels of Figure 11 an initial isotropic
distribution of electrons with a narrow range of energies is used as input to
initial-value-problem simulations, and the phase-space density at a higher
kinetic energy is examined. In Figure 11a the initial energies are from 242
keV to 260 keV, in Figure 11b the initial energies are from 493 keV to 517
keV, and in Figure 11b the initial energies are from 986 keV to 1013 keV.
In the simulations of Figure 11 the loss cone operates at all times. Figure
11a examines the energization from 250 keV to 500 keV: plotted in blue
is the pitch-angle-averaged phase-space density at 500 keV in the chorus-
catalyzed magnetic-pumping simulation and in red the pitch-angle-averaged
phase-space density at 500 keV in the chorus-wave energy diffusion simu-
lation. The blue curve in Figure 11a is irregular because the phase-space
density at fixed energy varies in time as the magnetic field is compressed and
decompressed. Note the rapidity of the energization from 250 keV to 500 keV
in the energy diffusion simulation. Figure 11b examines the energization from
500 keV to 1 MeV: the blue curve is for chorus-catalyzed magnetic pumping,
the green curve is for EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping, and the red curve
is for chorus-wave energy diffusion. Note again the rapidity of the energiza-
tion in the energy-diffusion simulation. In Figure 11b the chorus-catalyzed
and the EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping are similar in their abilities to
energize electrons from 500 keV to 1 MeV. (Dependent on the amplitude
of chorus and EMIC waves.) Figure 11c examines the energization from 1
MeV to 2 MeV: the blue curve is for chorus-catalyzed pumping, the green
curve is for EMIC-catalyzed pumping, and the red curve is for chorus-wave
energy diffusion. Again the chorus-wave energy diffusion (red) provides the
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most-rapid energization, followed by the EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping
(green). Figure 11 verifies the finding that compressional magnetic pumping
is not as powerful as chorus-wave energy diffusion for energizing electrons.

For the parameters used in these simulations, compressional magnetic
pumping in the dayside magnetosphere at geosynchronous orbit during high-
speed-stream-driven storms is not as strong a producer of energetic electrons
as is chorus-wave energy diffusion.
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6. Discussion
Compressional magnetic pumping does not appear to be a dominant

mechanism for energizing the outer electron radiation belt during high-speed-
stream-driven storms. In Section 5 it was found that chorus-wave energy
diffusion produces a much-more-robust energetic-electron population from
lower-energy electrons. For the production of a high-energy tail on the elec-
tron energy distribution, EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping is more efficient
than is chorus-catalyzed magnetic pumping. Since EMIC waves are much less
efficient at directly accelerating electrons than are chorus waves [cf. Horne
and Thorne, 1998; Glauert and Horne, 2005], it is possible that compres-
sional magnetic pumping could be a dominant energization mechanism in
the dayside magnetosphere if EMIC waves are present and chorus waves are
not. In some locations this is possible: near geosynchronous orbit EMIC is
mainly observed at local noon and in the afternoon [e.g. Bossen et al., 1976;
Anderson et al., 1992] while chorus amplitudes are weak in the afternoon
sector [e.g. Horne et al., 2005a; 2013]. The efficiency of EMIC-catalyzed
magnetic pumping for producing energetic electrons is somewhat insensitive
to the EMIC-wave amplitudes over a large range of amplitudes as shown in
Figure 12 where a 2-MeV initial distribution of electrons is subjected to 1-day
of compressional magnetic pumping catalyzed by EMIC waves with different
amplitudes as gauged by the value of Do in expressions (6).

With strong enough ∆B/B compressions by the solar wind, compres-
sional magnetic pumping could be the dominant energization mechanism
in the dayside magnetosphere. At geosynchronous orbit during typical high-
speed-stream-driven storms this is not likely to be the case, but during sheath
driven storms it might be. In the top panel of Figure 13 the superposed epoch
average of the 10-minute change in the solar-wind ram pressure ∆Pram10 (as
measured by the SWEPAM instrument [McComas et al., 1998] on ACE)
is plotted in blue for 70 high-speed-stream-driven storms and in red for 47
coronal-mass-ejection (CME) sheaths. The zero epoch for the blue curve is
the onset of the high-speed-stream-driven storm, which occurs while a coro-
tating interaction region (CIR) is passing the Earth; the zero epoch for the
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red curve is the passage of an interplanetary shock, which forms the leading
edge of a CME sheath. The top panel of Figure 13 demonstrates that the tem-
poral variations of the solar-wind ram pressure are much greater on average
in CME sheaths than they are in CIRs. In the bottom panel of Figure 13 the
superposed average of the 10-minute change ∆B10/B in the magnetic-field
strength at geosynchronous orbit in the dayside magnetosphere is plotted as
measured by the fluxgate magnetometer [Dunham et al., 1996] on the GOES
spacecraft. Again, the zero epoch for the blue curve is the onset of the
high-speed-stream-driven storm and the zero epoch for the red curve is the
passage of an interplanetary shock. As seen in the bottom panel, on average
the fractional compression of the dayside magnetic field by the solar wind is
about a factor of 2 greater during CME sheaths than it is during CIRs. A
factor of 2 increase in ∆B/B produces a factor of 4 increase in the speed of
compressional magnetic pumping. Depending on the strength of EMIC in
the dayside magnetosphere during sheath-driven storms, compressional mag-
netic pumping might be the dominant energization mechanism operating on
the electron radiation belt.

The effectiveness of compressional magnetic pumping for the produc-
tion of energietic electrons is probably limited to geosynchronous orbit (r
= 6.6 RE) and outward. The efficiency of compressional pumping goes as
(∆B/Bo)

2 where ∆B is the amplitude of the magnetic compressions and Bo

is the mean magnetic-field strength. The large spatial extents in the east-
west and north-south directions of the Chapman-Ferraro current sheet on the
dayside magnetopause that produces the ∆B in the dayside magnetosphere
means that the amplitude of ∆B is not very sensitive to the radial distance
from the Chapman-Ferraro current sheet. However, Bo varies approximately
as r3 in the dayside magnetosphere, where r is the distance from the Earth.
Hence, (∆B/Bo)

2 is reduced very strongly going toward the Earth. Going
outward from geosynchronous orbit, (∆B/Bo)

2 increases substantially, but
the trapping of the radiation-belt electrons in this regions may be weak.
Hence, compressional magnetic pumping may be very strong beyond geosyn-
chronous orbit, the the radiation-belt population may be tenuous.
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Compressional magnetic pumping should also act on the proton radia-
tion belt with pitch-angle scattering occurring via proton interactions with
EMIC waves [Søraas et al. 1999; Shoji and Omura, 2012] or with whistler-
mode hiss [Villalon and Burke, 1994; Kozyra et al., 1994]. Examining the
proton radiation belt at geosynchronous orbit during 94 high-speed-stream-
driven storms, Borovsky et al. [2016] found that the flux of 1-MeV protons
systematically increases in the day prior to the onset of a high-speed-stream-
driven storm. At such times before the storm onset, (1) the solar wind passing
the Earth is often sector-reversal-region plasma which is very inhomogeneous
[Gosling et al., 1981; Borrini et al., 1981] with strong temporal variations
in the solar-wind ram pressure, and (2) the plasmapause often extends to
beyond geosynchronous orbit owing the refilling of the outer plasmasphere
[Borovsky and Steinberg, 2006; Denton and Borovsky, 2008]. These two fac-
tors may combine to produce strong ∆B/B in the dayside magnetosphere
with whistler-mode hiss scattering of the protons.

In this report an assessment was made about the importance of com-
pressional magnetic pumping in the dayside magnetosphere for the evolution
of the outer electron radiation belt. The study was restricted to the day-
side magnetosphere where the magnetic-field-strength variations ∆B that
an electron experiences could be estimated. Before compressional magnetic
pumping can be assessed for the electron radiation belt in the nightside mag-
netosphere, an estimate of the time variability of ∆B as seen by an electron
in the nightside magnetosphere must be obtained. Assessing ∆B as seen
by an electron in the nightside magnetosphere might require a program of
research that combines global MHD simulations of the dynamic solar-wind-
driven magnetosphere with spacecraft magnetic-field measurements in the
nightside outer radiation belt.
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7. Summary and Future
This investigation computationally explored the magnetic pumping of

radiation-belt electrons associated with compressions of the dayside magne-
tosphere driven by temporal changes in the solar wind. Chorus-catalyzed
magnetic pumping and EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping were separately
simulated. The magnetic-pumping simulation results were compared with
energy-diffusion calculations for chorus waves in the dayside magnetosphere.
The parameters chosen for the simulations pertain to the early phase of high-
speed-stream-driven storms.

The findings of this investigation are the following:
(1) If both pitch-angle scattering of electrons and magnetic compressions

are present, the magnetic-pumping energization of electrons is unavoidable.
(2) Loss-cone losses of electrons operate during the magnetic-pumping

energization process. When pitch-angle-scattering is efficient near 0◦ pitch
angles (chorus waves acting on lower-energy (seed) electrons and EMIC waves
acting on higher-energy electrons) the diffusion into the loss cone is more
robust.

(3) Chorus-catalyzed magnetic pumping and EMIC-catalyzed magnetic
pumping both produce an increase in the average energy of electrons. This
increase is a combination of heating of the electron distribution by magnetic
pumping and the stronger loss of lower-energy electrons into the loss cone.

(4) Both chorus-catalyzed and EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping pro-
duce energetic -electron populations from lower-energy electrons.

(5) Chorus-catalyzed magnetic pumping is more efficient at energizing
medium-energy (50 keV to 200 keV) electrons than it is at energizing higher-
energy (500 keV to 2 MeV) electrons.

(6) EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping does not operate on electrons with
kinetic energies below about 400 keV.

(7) For higher-energy electrons (500 keV to 2 MeV), EMIC-catalyzed mag-
netic pumping produces more energetic electrons than does chorus-catalyzed
magnetic pumping.

(8) The simulation results of compressional magnetic pumping were com-
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pared with numerical calculations of direct energy diffusion by chorus waves.
In general, compressional magnetic pumping is less efficient at energizing
electrons than is chorus energy diffusion. The strength of this conclusion,
however, depends on the amplitude ∆B/B of the dayside magnetic-field
compressions and on the amplitudes of chorus and EMIC waves.

(9) Compressional magnetic pumping catalyzed by chrous-wave or EMIC-
wave pitch-angle scattering is probably a minor contributor to the ener-
gization of the outer electron radiation belt during high-speed-stream-driven
storms.

(10) Inward of geosynchronous orbit magnetic pumping will be much less
effective.

Four future studies are suggested: (1) an assessment of the role of com-
pressional magnetic pumping on the electron radiation belt during CME-
sheath-driven storms, (2) an assessment of the compressional magnetic pump-
ing of the proton radiation belt prior to the onset of high-speed-stream-driven
storms, (3) a determination of the magnetic-field compressions that electrons
undergo in the nightside magnetosphere, and (4) an analysis of compressional
magnetic pumping in the nightside magnetosphere.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. The timeseries of spacecraft-measured magnetic compressions in
the dayside magnetosphere used to drive the magnetic-pumping computer
simulations. Each color is data from one pass of a GOES spacecraft between
10 and 14 hr local time.

Figure 2. A sketch of the two-dimensional p-α grid used for the simulations
of compressional magnetic pumping. A typical grid used for the simulations
is 2401×91 gridpoints in p and α.

Figure 3. Bounce averaged pitch-angle diffusion coefficients Dαα for elec-
trons (in units of radians2 s−1) in the dayside magnetosphere are plotted as
functions of the equatorial pitch angle. In the top panel the solid curves
are calculated Dαα values for whistler-mode chorus waves from Horne et al.
[2013] and the dashed curves are algebraic parameterizations of the calcu-
lated values. In the bottom panel the solid curves are parameterizations of
the Dαα values for EMIC waves from Fig. 3c of Ukhorskiy et al. [2010].

Figure 4. Six initial-value simulations of compressional magnetic pumping of
electrons catalyzed by whistler-chorus pitch-angle scattering. The six dashed
curves are the initial energy distributions (isotropic in pitch angle) of elec-
trons in the six simulations and the six solid curves are the electron energy
distributions after 1 day of compressional magnetic pumping. The simula-
tion grids were 2401×91 gridpoints in p and α. The atmospheric loss cone
was operating in all of the simulations and the plotted curves are integrated
over all pitch angles.

Figure 5. Four initial-value simulations of compressional magnetic pump-
ing of electrons catalyzed by EMIC pitch-angle scattering. The four dashed
curves are the initial energy distributions (isotropic in pitch angle) of elec-
trons in the four simulations and the four solid curves are the electron energy
distributions after 1 day of compressional magnetic pumping. The simula-
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tion grids were 3601×91 gridpoints in p and α. The atmospheric loss cone
was operating in all of the simulations and the plotted curves are integrated
over all pitch angles.

Figure 6. For the initial-value-problem simulations of Figures 5 and 6, the
fractional energy gain of the electron distributions after 1 day of compres-
sional magnetic pumping are plotted as a function of the initial energy of the
electrons. The blue curve is for whistler-chorus catalyzed magnetic pumping
and the green curve is for EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping.

Figure 7. For the initial-value-problem simulations of Figures 5 and 6, the
loss rate of electrons into the atmospheric loss cone is plotted as a function
of time for 1 day of compressional magnetic pumping. The solid curves
are for whistler-chorus waves producing the pitch-angle scattering in the
simulations and the dashed curves are for EMIC waves producing the pitch-
angle scattering in the simulations.

Figure 8. Three boundary-value simulations of compressional magnetic pump-
ing of electrons catalyzed by whistler-chorus pitch-angle scattering. In the
boundary-value simulations a constant supply of low-energy electrons in
maintained. In the three simulations the maximum energy of the maintained
distribution is 50 keV (green curve), 100 keV (orange curve), and 200 keV
(light-blue curves). The three solid curves are the electron energy distribu-
tions after 1 day of compressional magnetic pumping. The simulation grids
were 2401×91 gridpoints in p and α, the atmospheric loss cone was operating
in all of the simulations, and the plotted curves are integrated over all pitch
angles.

Figure Bounce averaged whistler-chorus energy-diffusion coefficients DEE

(top panel) and momentum-diffusion coefficients Dpp for electrons in the
dayside magnetosphere are plotted as functions of the equatorial pitch an-
gle. The DEE coefficients are calculated in Horne et al. [2013] and the Dpp
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coefficients are calculated from the DEE coefficients.

Figure 10. Initial-value simulations are run for 100-keV electrons (a), 500-
keV electrons (b), and 1-MeV electrons (c). The black dashed curves are the
initial energy distributions and the solid curves are the distributions after 1
day of chorus-catalyzed magnetic pumping with a 2401×91 grid (blue), after
1 day of EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping with a 3601×91 grid (green),
and after 1-day of whistler-chorus energy diffusion with a 10001×91 grid
(red). The atmospheric loss cone was operating in all of the simulations and
the plotted curves are integrated over all pitch angles.

Figure 11. Phase-space densities at fixed energies are examined at 500 keV, 1
MeV, and 2 MeV for electrons starting out at 250 keV, 500 keV, and 1 MeV,
respectively in panels (a), (b), and (c). Initial-value simulations are run for
for chorus-catalyzed magnetic pumping with a 2401×91 grid (blue curves),
for EMIC-catalyzed magnetic pumping with a 3601×91 grid (green curves),
and for whistler-chorus energy diffusion with a 10001×91 grid (red curves).
The atmospheric loss cone was operating in all of the simulations and the
plotted curves are integrated over all pitch angles.

Figure 12. Seven initial-value simulations of compressional magnetic pump-
ing of electrons catalyzed by EMIC pitch-angle scattering. The dashed black
curve is the initial energy distribution (isotropic in pitch angle) of electrons
in all seven simulations. The seven solid curves are the electron energy distri-
butions after 1 day of compressional magnetic pumping with seven different
amplitudes for the EMIC waves. The simulation grids were 3601×91 grid-
points in p and α. The atmospheric loss cone was operating in all of the
simulations and the plotted curves are integrated over all pitch angles.

Figure 13. In the top panel the superposed epoch average of the 10-minute
change in the solar-wind ram pressure ?Pram10 as measured by ACE is
plotted. In the bottom panel the superposed epoch average of the 10-minute
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change ∆B10/B in the dayside magnetic-field strength at geosynchronous
orbit as measured by the GOES spacecraft is plotted. In both panels the
blue curves are for 70 high-speed-stream-driven storms and the red curves
are for 47 coronal-mass-ejection (CME) sheaths. The zero epoch for the blue
curves is the onset of the high-speed-stream-driven storm and the zero epoch
for the red curves is the passage of an interplanetary shock.
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